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�e era of big data (BD) has arrived. How to train models to �nd correlations in data and help people make decisions has become a
major research topic and direction. As an elastic and scalable distributed computingmode (refers to a whole consisting of multiple
interconnected computers that cooperate to perform a common or di�erent task in a set of system software environments, with
minimal reliance on centralized control processes, data, and hardware), cloud computing can provide powerful computing and
storage capabilities and has been widely used in BD query and di�cult processing. �is paper aims to study the algorithm in the
environment of cloud computing. Di�erent from the traditional research algorithms, the relational BD algorithm is controllable in
real time. Moreover, it has been optimized and upgraded on the previous real-time controllable algorithm. Also, it performs serial
and parallel simulation tests on the algorithm. When the optimal situation of the parallel algorithm is obtained, the test results
show that the relevant mining time of the optimized algorithm is signi�cantly shorter than the traditional data mining time under
the same dataset. �e traditional mining time is about 3.5 times the data mining time of this paper, and the running power
consumption of the optimization algorithm is reduced to 20W.

1. Introduction

Computers and the Internet have accelerated the change and
dissemination of information. �e advent of the era of in-
formation explosion has also promoted the transformation
of storage technology from optical disks, chips, and card
storage to disk arrays and even today’s large-scale network
disk array storage. �e rapid development of data storage
and data processing methods has accelerated the arrival of
BD. Generally speaking, BD are massive data with complex
structure, huge quantity, diverse types, and low value
density. �eir scale is too large to be understood. From a
computer science perspective, BD refer to a collection of
various structured and semistructured data. From a popular
point of view, BD refer to amassive collection of data. Unlike
traditional data, which tend to discover why things happen,
BD have the advantage of predicting what will happen.
Finding causal relationships is not helpful for users to make

decisions, and �nding correlations between things is more
valuable. For example, people place more importance on
when the airfare is cheaper than why the price of the plane
changes. �e relationship implied by BD is more worthy of
social exploration.

BD’s relational data topic mining refers to mining the
implicit relationship of each data item in the database.
Mining frequent itemsets (the most basic pattern is an
itemset, which refers to a collection of several items; frequent
patterns refer to itemsets, sequences, or substructures that
frequently appear in a dataset; frequent itemsets refer to sets
with support greater than or equal to the minimum support)
of transaction sets in database is an important part and main
goal of association rules. �e relationship of each data item
in the database can be clearly expressed by mining associ-
ation rules, which is easy for people to understand. Using
cloud computing to mine the relevance of BD is an e�cient
and low-cost method. Static algorithms can only process
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some conventional data. For some places that need emer-
gency processing and high risks, such as emergency fire
monitoring, cabin gas monitoring, and so on, static algo-
rithms are obviously not enough to meet the requirements.
Although the current dynamic algorithms can control the
data in real time, these algorithms need to be further op-
timized and upgraded in order to calculate the data more
accurately and even with the smallest error.

)e innovation of this paper lies in the use of dynamic
real-time controllable data algorithms. )e algorithm has
stronger applicability and wider range of use, and the data
can be seen at any time. In addition, this paper optimizes on
the basis of the previous real-time controllable algorithm,
which speeds up the data detection speed, makes the data
update faster, and makes the calculation results more
accurate.

2. Related Work

With the research and development of BD such as the In-
ternet of )ings, the Internet, and medical care, more and
more scholars have entered the study of BD. Among them,
Puig et al. applied data analysis to aid in fraud detection and
maintenance demand forecasting. Puig et al. introduced new
algorithms and methods [1]. Qian et al. collected real-time
observations of hourly mean wave height, temperature, and
pressure at the Maidao station in Qingdao, China. Using
eight quality control methods, they explored data quality and
identified the most effective methods for the Wheat Road
station. After using eight quality control methods, the av-
erage wave height, temperature, and pressure data passed the
test in percentages of 89.6%, 88.3%, and 98.6%, respectively
[2]. Puthal et al. called this an online security verification
problem. To solve this problem, Puthal et al. proposed a
dynamic key length based security framework (DLSeF). )e
theoretical analysis and experimental results of the DLSeF
framework show that the efficiency of processing streaming
data can be significantly improved [3]. To address these
challenges, Ren et al. proposed a workshop material delivery
framework. )ey studied the key technologies of the pro-
posed framework. To demonstrate the implementation of
the proposed framework, proof-of-concept scenarios were
designed to demonstrate the implementation of the
framework [4]. Bao et al. proposed a novel gamma control
method to tune the vertical growth rate, a method for es-
timating plasma vertical instability. )e experimental results
show that the time evolution of the real-time vertical growth
rate conforms to the target value, and the real-time vertical
growth rate can be adjusted by gamma control [5]. Janzen
and Mann introduced a feedback control method that au-
tomatically adjusts multiple exposure settings for compos-
iting to increase the dynamic range of sensory processes. It is
synthesized to capture an extremely high dynamic range
with minimal uncertainty [6]. )e research of the above
scholars can promote the development of big data in certain
aspects, but the research on the correlation and real-time
control of big data is not in-depth and perfect and needs to
be further optimized.

3. Data Controllable Algorithm Based on
Cloud Computing

3.1. Cloud Computing

(1) Origin. In August 2006, Google CEO first proposed
the concept of “cloud computing” at the SES San
Jose 2006 conference. After this concept was for-
mally proposed in the history of cloud computing, it
caused a great sensation [7].

(2) Definition. )e definition of cloud computing is not
yet unified. According to NIST’s improvement,
cloud computing is a model that can obtain the
required resources from a shared pool of config-
urable computing resources anytime, anywhere,
conveniently, and on demand, and resources can be
quickly provided and released [8, 9]. It minimizes the
effort of managing resources or interaction with
service providers [10, 11]. )e principle of cloud
computing is shown in Figure 1.

(3) Features.)emain features of cloud computing are as
follows. First, withoutmanpower, users canutilize the
existing computing resources of any service provider.
It includes processing power, storage space, or ap-
plications without human interaction. Second, it is
convenient and fast, and the resources in the cloud
computing system can be accessed and used anytime,
anywhere. )e third is information sharing. )e
computing resources of service providers can be
combined to provide services, and these combined
resources may be distributed in multiple data centers
around the world. At the same time, the provider’s
computing resources can be shared and used by
multiple users.)e fourth is resource payment. Users
canuse these computing resources flexibly.Auser can

Cloud

Terminal

Figure 1: )e principle of cloud computing.
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apply for more resources when they are needed and
can release them when they are no longer needed.
From the user’s point of view, these resources are
unlimited, and users only pay for the resources they
use. )e fifth is strong adaptability. )e cloud com-
puting system is an adaptive system, which can au-
tomatically balance the load and optimize the
utilization of resources and can update resources
adaptively with the changes of the data age. Users can
also monitor resource usage [12–14].

(4) Classification. According to the type, there are
software (SaaS), platform (PaaS), and infrastructure
(IaaS). )ere are private type, public type, mixed
type, and community type according to the method.
)e specific content of the three service types is
shown in Table 1, and the application proportion of
the four service methods is shown in Figure 2 [15].

(5) Core Technology. )e core technologies of cloud
computing mainly include programming technology
and information security technology. Among them,
the first six technologies are the most important [16].

(6) Application Areas. Cloud computing technology is
commonly used in today’s Internet services. )e
most common are online mailboxes (such as Google
and Baidu) and online search engines. Users can
search for the resources they need at any time on
their mobile devices and share data resources
through the network cloud.)e same goes for online

mailboxes, where sending and receiving e-mails used
to be a tedious and time-consuming process. With
the popularization of cloud computing and network
technology, e-mail has become a part of social life. As
long as it is in the network environment, real-time
delivery of e-mails can be realized. At present, the
main application areas can be divided into storage
cloud (such as Microsoft, Google, and other large
networks), financial cloud (such as Alibaba’s Alibaba

Table 1: Types of cloud computing services.

Genre Concept )e proportion of applications (%)

IaaS It provides virtualized computing resources to individuals or organizations of cloud
computing providers 6.03

PaaS Provides a platform for developers to build applications and services over the global Internet. 25.57

SaaS
Providing pay-as-you-go software applications over the Internet; cloud computing providers

host and manage software applications and allow their users to connect to and access
applications over the global Internet.
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Figure 2: Domestic cloud service usage in the past two years. (a) 2019. (b) 2020.
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Figure 3: Application areas of cloud computing.
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Cloud, Tencent Financial Cloud, and so on), edu-
cation cloud, medical cloud, and so on. )e details
are shown in Figure 3.

(7) Problems Faced. At present, several problems faced
by cloud computing mainly include serious infor-
mation leakage, users have no right to access, data
systems are not comprehensive, and there is no
sound legal protection. To solve these problems, we
must first improve the legal system and publicize the
awareness of legal security. Secondly, the access
rights are used correctly, and the data system is
comprehensively improved [17].

3.2. 1e Correlation of BD

(1) 1e Definition of BD. Generally speaking, under
different requirements, the required time processing
range is different [18]. Figure 4 shows some im-
portant uses of BD.

(2) BD are characterized by complex structure, huge
quantity, diverse types, and low value density. At
present,BDarechanging fromcalculating somedata to
analyzing all data, fromcalculatingmicroscopic results
to discoveringmacro trends, and fromexploring cause
and effect to exploring information correlation.

(3) 1e Core Technology of BD. )e core technologies of
BD include BD collection technology, storage tech-
nology, mining and analysis technology, and visual-
ization technology. )e details are shown in Figure 5.

(4) )emain applicationfieldsofBD include e-commerce
industry, financial industry, biotechnology, smart
government, education industry, transportation in-
dustry, medical industry, etc.)e usage ratios of these
main application areas are shown in Table 2.)e data
on the proportion of applications here are compiled
from public information.

(5) 1e Association Rules of BD. When this paper studies
the correlation of BD, it first analyzes the attributes
of BD. BD refer to a massive collection of unfiltered
data. )ey can rationally express objective things in
many aspects, such as words, symbols, letters, shapes,
and so on, which are all data expressions in different
forms. Data exist in data values and data structures,
and large amounts of data form a complex network.
In the network, the data value is its information
entity, and the data structure can be regarded as the
relationship between entities. )e association be-
tween data can include time and space association,
entity and virtual association, network level associ-
ation, and so on [19–22].

)e relationship between time and space refers to the
attribute of describing data using space and time, which is
beneficial to people’s data mining. Time correlation can
usually be divided into time points and time periods, and the
expression of development and change of things needs to be
represented by time attributes. Spatial correlation is mostly
used in the visualization of geographic data, and it is more
helpful for people to understand when the background is
selected as a familiar map in the visualization based on
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Figure 4: BD usage.
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geographic information. As shown in Figure 6, there is no
BD correlation in time and space [23, 24].

Entity associations are often used in visualization to
represent entities with different visual representations.
Entity attributes in BD can usually be changes and com-
binations of three types of entity attributes: category attri-
butes, interval attributes, and numerical attributes. )e
combination of virtual and real BD can more conveniently
detect and control entities, as shown in Figure 7.

3.3. BD Real-Time Controllable Algorithm. )e so-called
real-time controllability of BD is to monitor and control
these data anytime and anywhere at the terminal.

Taking the K-means algorithm as an example and as-
suming that the center of the data cluster is W, then

Wi �
1
ni

 ii1,
1
ni

 ii2,
1
ni

 ii2, . . . ,
1
ni

 iip , (1)
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Figure 6: Spatiotemporal correlation of data. (a) Spatial correlation. (b) Time correlation.
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Figure 5: Core technologies of BD.

Table 2: )e proportion of BD applications.

Type of enterprise Proportion (%)
Government affairs 13
Internetwork 8
Medical and health 14
Education 8
Traffic 6
Finance 30
Electronic commerce 4
Others 17
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where ni is the number of data in clusters and iip is the object
of p-dimensional data.

)e Euclidean distance of the two data is

d Ii, Ij  �

�������������������������������

ii1 − ij1




2

+ ii2 − ij2




2

+ · · · + iip − ijp




2



, (2)

where ijp is another object of P-dimensional data.
)e average distance from all data points in the cluster to

the center point is called intracluster similarity, which can be
expressed as

inner �
1
n


I∈Ci

���������������������������������
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,

(3)

whereCi represents the cluster, and the smaller the inner, the
higher the similarity.

)e minimum distance between clusters and cluster
centers is called intercluster similarity, which can be
expressed as

ext�minWi − Wj

�min
�������������������������������������

Wi1 − Wj1
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Figure 7: Virtual-real association of data. (a) Entity association. (b) Virtual association.
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Figure 8: Side length and distance relationship of two minimum
circumscribed matrices.

Table 3: Serial-parallel algorithm simulation parameters.

Dataset size (kB) Number of association rules
1220 14975
2484 14810
4960 14804
9960 14831
19921 14546
39866 14523
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)e smaller the ext, the higher the similarity. On the
contrary, it is smaller.

Taking the nearest neighbor algorithm as an example,
suppose a dataset is U, xi represents the data in it, and them
attributes of the data x are xim.

)en, there are

U � xij 
n∗m

. (5)

Normalize to get

R � rij 
n∗m

. (6)

According to the information entropy theory (infor-
mation entropy is a measure of the uncertainty of infor-
mation; the greater the uncertainty of the information, the
greater the information entropy and the greater the value of
the information), the expression of each attribute weight is

Ej � −
1

ln n


n

i�1
r

X
ij ln r

X
ij ,

r
X
ij �

rij


n
i�1 rij

,

(7)

where rX
ij represents the matrix weight; then, the weight of

the jth attribute is

wj �
1 − Ej


m
i�1 Ei

. (8)

)eweighted distance for any two data in the dataset can
be expressed as

D xi, xj  �

���������������



m

p�1
wp xip − xjp 

2




. (9)

)en, the sum of the distances of all the data in the set is

Du � 
n−1

i�1


n

j�i+1
D xi, xj . (10)

Set the distance standard of adjacent data to ε; then,

ε � Du ×
n(n − 1)

2
. (11)

Set the neighborhood of the data to δi; then,

δi � x ∈ U xi, xj < ε . (12)

In order to determine whether the data in a dataset or
function are in the neighborhood content, define

IS xi, xj  �
0, xi ∉ δ xj ,

1, xi ∈ δ xj .

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(13)

Assuming that the probability of data xj appearing in the
neighborhood space of the rest of the data is PC, then

PC �


n
j�1 IS xi, xj 

n
. (14)

4. Optimization Algorithm Test of Dynamic
K Value

4.1. Real-Time Controllable Optimization Algorithm for
Correlated BD. )is paper combines the proximity algo-
rithm to determine the dynamic K value of the K-means
algorithm, so as to construct the network model of the
correlation data. )e construction steps are as follows: first,
the entire dataset is to be clustered, and the algorithm is
applied to cluster it. )e obtained clustering results are
adjusted. )en, using each of the clusters as a dataset,
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Figure 9: Comparison of serial and parallel algorithms.

Table 4: Simulation parameter settings.

Dataset size (kB) Number of blocks
3800 50
12500 145
25000 300
33000 405
40000 536
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Figure 10: Comparison between optimization algorithms and traditional cloud computing. (a) Comparison of mining time. (b) Power
consumption comparison.
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perform corresponding clustering and adjustment. )is step
is performed iteratively on each resulting subcluster until the
data network is constructed [25–27].

Assuming that the network space composed of one or
more data has the two minimum circumscribed matrices A1
and A2, then the relationship between the side lengths and
distances between the two can be shown in Figure 8.

)en, the area of the new space minimum circumscribed
matrix obtained by the two is

S � a + l2 + x(  × b + l1 + y( . (15)

When the center points of A1 and A2 remain unchanged,
the formula can be expanded to get

S � xy + b + l1( x + a + l2( y + a + l2(  b + l1( . (16)

It can be seen from this that the area of the newly
constructed minimum circumscribed rectangle is related to
the area and perimeter of the smallest circumscribed rect-
angle that composes it.

According to the previous proximity algorithm and
K-means algorithm, the distance between the two circum-
scribed matrices can be obtained:

D(A1, A2) � e
(S/1+S)(C/1+C)

���������������



M

J�1
Wj c1j − c2j 

2




, (17)

where S is the area and C is the perimeter.
In this paper, the parameter λ is introduced on the basis

of formula (11) for data optimization, namely:

ε � λ∗Du ×
n(n − 1)

2
. (18)

In order to optimize the clustering effect between each
data, the value of the number of clusters of any child node
data of the intermediate node is

k′ �


n
i�1 ki

n




. (19)

4.2. Optimization Algorithm Simulation Test. Firstly, the
serial algorithm is simulated, and the introduced improved
adjacent K-means algorithm is run under Win7, and the
specific performance of the Oracle database (Oracle database
system is a popular relational database management system
in the world; the system has good portability, convenient use
and powerful functions, and is suitable for all kinds of large,
medium, and small computer environments; it is an efficient,
reliable, and high-throughput database solution) for mining
data is recorded. )e serial and parallel algorithms mine the
same dataset and keep increasing the size of the dataset, and
both algorithms set the same threshold, different datasets
must be tested, a total of 6 times. )e simulation parameters
are shown in Table 3, and the experimental results are shown
in Figure 9.

From Figure 9, the experimental results show that as the
scale of data processed by the serial-parallel algorithm gradually

increases, the memory consumed by the serial algorithm
gradually increases.When the data size reaches about 39M, the
serial algorithm will report insufficient memory and cannot
complete association rule mining, while the improved parallel
algorithm can complete the task. But since the Hadoop plat-
form runs in pseudo-parallel mode, the performance of a single
node is the same as that of a serial algorithm. Also, the parallel
algorithm requires interaction between tasks, so when the data
size is small, the parallel algorithm takes much more time than
the serial algorithm. As the data size increases, this gap
gradually decreases. It can be seen that parallel algorithms are
more advantageous when dealing with large datasets.

)en, the optimization algorithm and the traditional
algorithm are simulated and tested in the fully distributed
mode by using the parallel method. )e same thresholds are
also set for the two algorithms: δ � 0.2, δ � 0.6, and δ � 0.4,
and different datasets are tested for 6 times. )e simulation
parameters are shown in Table 4, and the results are shown
in Figure 10.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that compared with the
traditional cloud computing, the optimization algorithm in
this paper has significantly lower mining time for data
correlation. When the amount of data reaches 40MB, tra-
ditional cloud computing takes about 700 s, while the op-
timized algorithm in this paper only takes about 200 s, and
the traditional cloud computing time is about 3.5 times that
of this paper. In addition, in terms of power consumption,
the power consumption of the algorithm optimized in this
paper is always lower than that of traditional cloud com-
puting, and the difference between the two is about 20W.

5. Discussion

)ework done in this paper is purely aimed at the algorithm,
but the research of the algorithm is to maximize its effect. If
only the dynamic algorithm is used to replace the static
algorithm, with the emergence of high-speed and multi-core
processors, this research may not be of great significance.
)erefore, if the research in this paper can be applied to the
protocol, it may have greater practicality.

When the paper improves the algorithm simulation,
because the dataset is still small, it is expected that the dataset
will be enlarged in the follow-up work and then simulated to
show the advantages of the improved algorithm. At present,
most of the data operations in the system rely on manual
arrangement of data information, which cannot really be
better used by the majority of users. It cannot design and
implement fully automated operations, provide users with a
good interface, and cannot directly obtain data mining
results.

With the development of society, BD has increasingly
penetrated into human's daily work, life, and various safety-
critical application environments. In particular, the rapid
development of mobile electronic products and mobile
Internet applications has brought new research topics for
energy saving and reliability optimization of real-time
systems. To this end, continuous and in-depth research and
practical work are required to adapt and optimize real-time
controllable algorithms.

Mobile Information Systems 9



6. Conclusion

In the research on the real-time controllable optimization
algorithm of BD, this paper firstly explains the background
meaning of the era of BD in the abstract part. )en, this
paper explains the purpose of this research and the theo-
retical algorithm used.)en, this paper explains the research
value of BD background and cloud computing in the ref-
erence part. )is article exemplifies the related research of
many scholars in the real-time controllable optimization
technology of BD and analyzes their research results and the
shortcomings of their research.

In the theoretical research part, this paper first intro-
duces cloud computing. It includes its source, definition,
characteristics, classification, core technology, application
fields, and the challenges cloud computing is facing. )en,
this paper introduces the concept, characteristics, core
technology, main sources, and association rules of BD and
explains with the help of charts.

Finally, in the algorithm design of optimization and
upgrading, this paper proposes a combination of proximity
algorithm and K-means algorithm. It is optimized and
upgraded through parallel computing. After several simu-
lation tests of performance parameters, the results obtained
are compared with traditional cloud computing, and the
advantages of the scheme proposed in this paper are
obtained.
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